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What is calibration?

I Collect market prices Y a
t , a = 1, . . . ,A;

I Know model prices ϕa(Xt , θ);

I Find ‘best’ θ∗:
min
θ

∑
a

|Y a
t − ϕa(Xt , θ)|2

I Use θ∗ to calculate the prices of exotic derivatives
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OK, but ...

I Model prices ϕa(Xt , θ
∗) differ from Y a

t . . .?

I Sell derivatives today assuming θ = θ∗, but tomorrow ...?

How would we mark to market?

How would we hedge the derivative?

I Would another model be ’better’?

Better in what sense? How would we know?

I Isn’t θ∗ some sort of estimate? So what account are we taking of
estimation error?

It’s hard to deal with - so in practice it gets ignored
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So what else could we do?

BE BAYESIAN!!

Choose and fix a finite set of J models: under model j , underlying X is
Markovian, with transition density

pj(x , x
′) = Pj( Xh ∈ dx ′ | X0 = x )/dx ′ (j = 1, . . . , J).

Model j has pricing function ϕa
j (·) for derivative a

Select loss function Q(ϕj(X ),Yt) - simplest might be

Q(y , y ′) = α‖y − y ′‖2

Then the log-likelihood `j(t) of model j at time t updates as

`j(t) = `j(t − h) + log pj(Xt−h,Xt)− Q(ϕj(Xt),Yt)

In practice, may want to choose some β ∈ (0, 1] and do

`j(t) = β`j(t − h) + log pj(Xt−h,Xt)− Q(ϕj(Xt),Yt)
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Now let Bayes do its work ...

The posterior distribution π(t) is

πj(t) ∝ exp( `j(t) ).

Now everything is easy:

I The law of Xt+h has density
∑

j πj(t) pj(Xt , ·);

I If model j gives price of an exotic to be ξj , price is

ξ̄ ≡
∑
j

πj(t) ξj

I How reliable is ξ̄? Have distribution π(t) over the values (ξj)!

I Model j gives delta-hedge θj for the derivative; so we take position∑
j πj(t) θj .

Nothing has been estimated: the values πj(t) are the posterior
probabilities of the different models given the observations.
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Summary

I Very simple Bayesian methodology allows us to compare (and
combine the virtues of) many different classes of models;

I The statistical analysis is totally consistent - Nothing is being
estimated!!

I Delta-hedging, prediction, pricing and pricing error all handled
completely naturally

I Numerical implementation not trivial:
Fixed model population of reasonable size not generally feasible
Adaptive selection of model population needed

I With classical statistics, always can think of something you could
do; with Bayes, you always know what you should do!
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